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Celebrating 35 years of excellence...
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...and outside his
original south London
workshop in 1986.

After handover, Alan’s
first batch to Japan in
1986.

Harbeth’s founder, Dudley Harwood,
the father of the modern speaker...
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“When I first met the BBC’s famous
Dudley Harwood in his tiny south
London workshop, I was incredulous
that one man, working alone, had
single-handedly created the enduring
Harbeth legend”, enthuses current
owner Alan Shaw. “And so it was that
destiny intervened and here we are,
35 years on from his first innovative
speaker, continuing to lead the field
in loudspeaker technology.”
...and his first advert...

International legend born by BBC acoustics expert

L

ITTLE could senior BBC engineer Dudley Harwood have
imagined that the British loudspeaker company he started
35 years ago would be one of the last remaining wholly British
audio brands. His breakthrough polypropylene cone technology
was the core of his revolutionary HL Monitors in 1977 - see media
announcement bottom right (click for full-size web version).
Today’s Harbeth RADIAL™ cone is an even bigger technological
leap then even he could have dreamed of.
“I have no doubt”, said Alan, “that had he been younger,
Harwood himself would have gone on to further develop his
material. It was fortunate for the brand, therfore, that I stepped
in and took up the challenge. The complexity of refining polymer
bonding required a three-year, part-government funded
research programme. This technological leap created RADIAL™
which remains exclusive to Harbeth drive units and hence the
clean, natural Harbeth sound.

Harbeth is a fusion of the founders
surname, Har-wood, and Eliza-beth,
his wife’s name; today it is a brand
revered around the globe as creator
of hand-crafted British loudspeakers
with unbeatable resolution and
clarity.
Throughout this landmark
anniversary year we will trawl the
archives to reveal more of the
company’s fascinating history.
“I am sure that Dudley would be
immensely proud to know that what
he began in his modest workshop
is now a thriving international brand, exporting to over forty
markets”, adds Alan.
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A Pair of Winners

TWO of Harbeth’s hand-crafted monitor loudspeakers are
included in the latest issue of Japan’s prestigious Stereo
Sound magazine. “This is a huge achievement - unheard
of”, says marketing man Trevor Butler, “Two award-winning
speakers in one price category is quite something, but even
more satisfying is that the five year-old C7ES-3 is still winning
awards. That Compact 7 is a great investment.”

In the ¥200,000 to ¥400,000 section, the Harbeth HL-P3ESR and the HL-C7ES3 beat more expensive
models by leading brands from America, Japan, China, France and Italy. “This is a truly international
round-up”, says Trevor, “and proves Harbeth’s total commitment to value for money high-end audio.”

Harbeth owner, designer and MD talks to Japan’s audiophiles

W

hen he was last in the
Far East, Alan Shaw met
influential magazine editors. In an
interview for the popular magazine
Senka, he tells the Harbeth story from
how the company began, its BBC
pedigree, product development over
the brand’s 35 years and the growing
international demand for the handcrafted, British designed and British
made speakers.
The interview appears in the latest
issue and spans three pages, including
some lovely photography of the
Harbeth range. “We are a highly
respected brand throughout the Far
East”, explains Alan, “our customers
there can’t wait to hear about the
company, its history and future plans.”

www.harbeth.co.uk
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Harbeth hot in Norway
HARBETH has a warm following in
Norway where there is an active online
blog about the highly revered British
audio brand.
The hi-fi website www.
hifisentralen.no includes a page
dedicated to Harbeth and its
users in the Scandinavian country.
One section features the
entire range of Harbeth models
in listeners’ home systems,
around the word, in which they
eulogise over the sound quality

they can achieve, their choice of frontend equipment, ideal stand and cable
options, as well as room positioning.
“It is wonderful to see so many

happy Harbeth
customers
all talking so
enthusiastically
about their
systems,
says
Harbeth’s
Trevor Butler. “The
website is well worth a visit to look
at the photos and to brush up on
your Norwegian at the same time!”

Breakthrough!
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SINCE purchasing the factory unit next door to the
Harbeth headquarters (see Newsletter 25, October
2011), local government planning consent allowed
us to create an access between the two factories,
knocking them into one. Once the architects had
drawn their plans the builders moved in and have now
completed an opening wide enough for a pallet-load
of loudspeaker cabinets. Because Harbeth operates
in a 500 year-old village, even small building changes
require careful consideration and this has hampered our
efficiency for the past nine months - but now we have
been able to catch up on sales orders and are already
feeling the benefit of increased production space.
Harbeth Audio Ltd, 3-4 Enterprise Park, Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LH UK

www.harbeth.co.uk
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